From archetype to oruI tradttion:

editing Persianand Turkish lrtelz'y rexts

fu BarbaraF lemming
The intricacies of the textual transmission of pre- textual witnesses,but then, setting asidereceniio and
modern Persian and Turkish literary texts have stemmaticrelationships,they chosethe readingswhich
exercisedgenerationsof editors. They remind us of the they preferred as being nearest to the ususscribendi of
fact that we are dealing, not with the remnants of a their authors. This rectificationprocessrequired great
dead civilizalion, but with a transmission process literary knowiedgeand considerableconjecturalskills.
which was very much alive. Unlike the Christian Its intention was to attain the intended text of the
monks who recordedclassicaltextsin the Middle Ages, authora.
Muslim copyistswere preservinga tradition which still
Undeniably first editions of Persian and Turkish
governedtheir lives.While somehardly understoodthe texts produced in this way constituted a welcomefirst
texts they copied and thereforecommitted mechanical accessto many literary works, and many of them will
errors, many were themselvesauthors who worried be considereddefinitive for a long time. Nevertheless,
about the transmissionof their own works I and who. it has long been recognizedthat this method in eswhen they recordedthe works of others.reflectedupon tablishing texts has certain shortcomingss.
the texts which they recorded and felt prompted to
The second group of editors, then, considered it
add, enlarge,abridge or otherwiseemend them 2. Two their primary task to establishthe archetype;following
seeminglycontradictory generalizationsare applied to the canon of textual criticism stemmas
were drawn up.
the scribes: first, that they are to blame for an all- and hyparchetypesand archetypesestablished.
Withembracing corruption and deformation of manu- out doubt critical editions produced in
this way, with
scripts; and second,that many manuscripts,especially an exhaustivecritical apparatusand
excludingconjecOttoman ones,attestto a remarkableoverall fidelity in tures or emendationsunsupported by
the manuscript
the transmissionof texts.
sources,presenta great advancein our fieldsof study.
The canons of textual criticism, developedfor editYet the relationshipsof manuscripts often do not
ing Greek, Latin, and medieval European texts, are conform to the preconditions
laid down in the canon
basedon preconditionswhich are seldom met even in of textual criticism. Common mistakes
do allow us to
the fields of study for which they were developed.One distinguish groups of manuscripts,
but other patterns
basic rule on which textual criticism rested was the overlap between these groups:
i.e. a mixture of deliexistenceof a fairly uncontaminatedtextual tradition. berate editing and copyists' mistakes
results in comin which relationshipsbetween manuscripts must be plicated relationshipsof textual
witnesses,the evaluavisible through common mistakes. A genesis other tion of which becomesa daunting
task; stemmasare
than that from a single 'lost original' ((/rtext) was often highly hypotheticaló.
excluded; one archetypehad to be establishedby the
Not only have texts been reworked and correctedby
editor with, if necessary,hyparchetypes3.
the author or later editors and 'deformed' by scribes,
Two attitudestowards editing provide an instructive but a simultaneous or successive
use of multiole
contrast: a 'corrective' one which makes use of the models also has to be taken into
consideration.
mechanical aspects of classical textual criticism in
Some of this is illustrated by the fate of surviving
order to establish corrected standard texts, and a autographsT in so far as they
have been studied.
critical one in the classicalsenseadhering fully to the Andreas Tietze, when editing two
works by MustaÍà
canonsof textual criticism. To thesemay be added the 'Al1(lVasthatname
and the descriptionof Cairo), had in
scholarswho increasinglyconcentrateon textual his- the first casea manuscript finalized
and acknowledged
tory, on the formation and function of literary texts by the author himselfs, and in the
second,a copy of
through the ages.
the author's 'presentationcopy' made while the autoThe activities of scholarswho aimed at producing graph was still being reworkede.
G. M. Meredithcorrected standard texts originated with the assump- Owenslo as well as
Turanrr
had their authors'
$.
tion that all manuscripts were in some way corrupt. autograph drafts, the latter with hundreds
of marginal
Thesescholarscollectedand collated the best available and interlinear additions and corrections presumablv
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betweenSadr ad-Din Konawt and Nasrr ad-Drn T[si.
The collection may have resulted from a conscious
purpose of the compiler (Gudrun Schubert).
Authenticity is not in doubt in the case of the
famous collection of hundredsof letterswritten by the
Indian Nakshbandi Shaykh Ahmad Sirhindi and
compiled under his personal supervision, whereas
doubts seemto exist regardingsomeposthumousadditions (J.G.J.Ter Haar).
Specialeditorial problems are raised by works built
up in stages, such as the biographies of Ottoman
Sheykhrilislams.The first author of this collective
incidentally,was a
work, Mristakrmzáde(1719-1788),
Nakshbandr who traced his Sufi silsila back to the
Indian Shaykh Sirhindi just mentioned. Each of the
sevenparts of the collectiveDevhatíil-meshayikh,built
up by four successiveauthors, must be submitted
separatelyto textual criticism (Barbara Kellner-Heinkele).
changeof the title.
If some literary texts did have an exceedingly
provides
an
Kháqánr's Tullfat al-'Iraka"v-n,too,
written tradition, others were transmitted by
complex
example.The author's copy, a'virgin' as long as it was
place. The origins of this
not dedicated,was worked over more than once for his word of mouth in the flrst
patrons, presentedin a half-completedform practice go back many centuriesto the beginningsof
successive
ghazals beand then rededicated. Exceptionally, simultaneous Persian and Turkish poetry; the earliest
minstrels.
poetry
the
of
oral
praise of a seriesof people living in different places longed to the
Oral transmissionhad three salientaspects:first, not
served as an account of the poet's career. After the
prosewriters preferreddictaofficial presentation some copies could be given to only poets,but also some
Witkam): second,a
friends with personal dedications which afterwards ting to writing (Bo Utas, Jan Just
not be excluded;
need
transmission
oral
reliable
were incorporated (A.L.F.A. Beelaert).On the other
preserved
the oldest
have
well
hand, an author might suppresscertain passagesin the indeed, singers may
the oldest
third,
collection of Saná't's ghazals; and
courseof rededication(Jan Schmidt).
by Saná'I, did not even
Much effort has been spent on the reconstructionof dtvan of ghazals in Persian,
be reconstructed.Each
might
which
book
as
a
exist
the oldest version of the PersianSufi mathnawr Tarrku
case of textual
separate
as
a
treated
to
be
poem
has
t-tahkïk; finally its editor, Bo Utasl4, came to the
the poemsof
(J.T.P.
Similarly,
Bruijn).
de
conclusion that it was the product of a long seriesof transmission
in a
collected
never
users,any of whom could have made alterations and the Turkish minstrel Karacao[lan,
centuries by word
additions through the ages.Such late strata may be far dívan, but transmitted through
printed in various
and
partly
sung,
and
removed from the lost original, if it ever existed,but of mouth
individuallyró.
studied
versions,have to be
have to be taken seriouslY.
All this adds to the objections which scholars in
probably
rewarding
but
It would be a laborious,
raised against a canon of
task to retrace the successivestrata of the Turkish other fields have already
its stringency, fails to
with
which,
criticism
textual
Vestletii n-nediat (MevliQ by Srileymán Qelebi. In all
plausibleare assumpMore
realities.
to
the
probability the oldest layer of its textual history was correspond
of
a text: assumptions
soon overshadowed by later layers which served tions regarding the formation
produced, even halfway through
various religiousintentions,for which the text has not that while texts were
to write and authors began
began
copyists
process,
the
only been expanded,but also deliberatelyabridged'
were reshapedby early
texts
resulting
The
to revise.
Questions concerning the authenticity ol for
or numerous' strata of
several,
attribu- editors. The interest of
example,ï"heTartku t-tahktkjust mentioned
of the ruba'ts of revision lies in the function which they fulfilled for
ted to a multitude of authors
'Omar
users.
Khayyam have p:uzzledgenerationsof scholars. successive
from textual history to the actual editing,
Turning
Collections of letters, which have hitherto received
depend on the conditions
only marginal attention as works of literaturels, illus- the difficulty involved will
begin with dimensionsand
trate the questionof authenticity.The incorporation of confronting eacheditor. To
'forgery' once prompted doubts on a famous l6th- transmission,thesecan take one of four forms: 1) very
a
voluminous texts, 2) very short texts, 3) a scarcity,and
century Ottoman collection.
It is a point of interest whether authenticity can be 4) a profusion of textual witnesses.
The editors of immense works such as the
claimed for the old collection purporting to be an
first group, have to overexchangeof lettersand treatises,in Arabic and Persian, Shahnama. illustrating the

to be incorporated into the text, and with indications
which passageswere to be transposed.
The copying of autographssimultaneouslywith the
author's reworking of companion volumes created a
complex textual tradition not foreseenin the textbooks
based on Karl Lachmann's principles, according to
which a manuscript which can be shown to be directly
dependenton another should be discarded.But that
would deprive the editor of valuable guidance,if. as
Ménage has shown, the author's instructionshad been
'dependent'manuscriptl2.
carried out in the
In the case of the old Persian mathnawi Hadíkatu
t-haktka by Saná'T,the approach pursued by J.T.P. de
Bruijnl3 resultedin the acknowledgementthat we are
not dealing with one original text, but with several
texts emanating from the author himself. Shifts of
emphasisand changesof function resultedin the transposition of sectionsof the work and, accordingly' in a
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come more than the usual difficulties;their work may does leave us with a senseof gratitude
for the careful
be compared with the herculeanlabours of the editors editions based on old manuscripts
which have been
of the Mathnatyt and the Dtwan by Djalàl ad-Drn published so far. Special mention
is
due to Mehmed
Rnmï17. A future editor of MustaÍ-a 'Alt's Xt;nhti t_
Qavugoflu, who died prematurely in 1987, a proliflc
akhbar has to wrestle with the pioblems provided by editor of Turkish poetry.
four volumes of prose interspersedwith poetry; his
As difficult as unravelling complexities of textual
task will be matched by the future edition of the ten history is the eventual editing
of such works. The
volumes of Evliyà Qelebi's Seyahat-name,,partially discovery of an old manuscript
can upset intricate
preservedin the author's draft.
stemmatichypotheses.Prospectiveeditors have to rely
Ghazals illustrate the second group; despite their on good descriptionsin manuscript
cataloguesbefore
small size they have a particular interest.Transmitted they can begin sorting out their
textual witnesses.The
by word of mouth and only much later collectedand editor, too, should give detailed
descriptions of his
written down, their textual history must be studied textual witnesses;if they have surviv
ed in medimu,ashe
separately.Their rhyme words may help the editor, should describethe manuscript
as a whole. palaeograwho must be aware that his edition createsthe basis phy and physical codicology
may help in dating or
for all further assumptions; as Fritz Meier has ascribingundated manuscripts.
Erroneousbinding can
observed, 'dass eine gute textausgabedas kriterium be the origin of a defective
tradition. Some Ki)nhíi tdes reims schon voraussetzt und zugleich erst die akhbar manuscriptswere made
especiallyfor collectors
bedingungfiir den einsatzdieseskriteriums schafft'r8. (Jan Schmidt).
Important old Persian and Turkish works which
The librariesof the Islamic countriesand in the West
have widenedour limits of awarenessoften survivein a still contain many manuscripts that
may reveal
single, sometimeslate or faulty, manuscript; the old unknown works and shednew light upon
known
ones.
Turkish Book of Dede Korkut exists in ,one and a Handlists are merely expedients
to meet the needs of
half undated manuscripts (G.L. Lewis). The manus- scholars until detailed cataloguesare
completed. In
cript of lhe Dtwan lughat at-Turk by Káshghàrï is an Turkey, parts of the great Union Catalogue
of Manuexceptionas it is taken from the autograph,and thanks scriptshave been printed, while others
are in preparato a stroke of good fortune the Kutadghu Bitig exists in tion (Gi.inay Kut). Not only are indexes
of titles and
threemanuscripts.
authors needed, but also inventories of incipits of
On the other hand, texts of which a multitude of Persian and Turkish works. Literary history,
as R.
manuscripts and printed editions exist illustrate the Sellheim has said, is based on the knowledge
of edifourth category.Hundreds of manuscriptsall over the tions and descriptivemanuscript cataloguesre.
world survive of the Munàdjat attributed to Ansàrr
Much can be said in favour of the growing practice
(Utas). Eighty-five manuscripts exist of the Ktinhí) of publishing photo-mechanical
reproduction of unica,
l-akhbar (Jan Schmidt).There are at leastsixty manus- near-unica or of 'best' most legible
manuscripts,like
cripts of Rabghuzr'sTurkish Kisasul-anbiyà'. Forty- Grsnbech's facsimile edition of the
London Kisas
f,ve of the innumerable Shahnama manusóripts weie ul-anbiya'by Rabghuzr.Notes can
be collectedat the
selectedby Djalal Khaleghi-Motlagh, and out of these foot of the photographic tables or in
a specialsection
flfteen for his edition. Forty-four manuscriptsmake up at the end of the work (Meredith-Owens,
Kappert,
the collection of Meshayikh biographies(Kellner-Hein- Kellner).
kele).
The editor cannot help becoming involved in issues
Between the manuscripts and the modern editions of language.There was a time when passages
which
come the lithographs and the first letterpresseditions struck an editor as ungrammatical
were confidently
of Persianand Turkish literary works. The faults made bracketed as textual corruptions.
Whereas in some
by these booksellersand printers - obscure sources, casesscribesare still blamed for
the breach of numerreprint of previouseditions- are too often allowed to ous grammatical rules, in Middle
Ottoman it is now
overshadowthe servicewhich they gave to their custo- recognizedthat an author as Evliyá'
eelebi has a right
mers. Publishing for the entertainmentand edification to a non-conformistattitude. Arabic loan-words
which
of the general public, the printers would feel no became Persianizedor Turkified in
spite of the endeascruples in printing from a single manuscript or from vours of learned purists20are discussed
on their phoan earlier book. Their successseems to justify this; nological merits (Anhegger,Boeschoten).
some works which were very much in demand appearReaders of classicalPersian and Turkish literature
ed in dozens of lithographs and letterpresseditions, have always been aware of the wealth
of the poets,
which were reprinted many times. Recent offset prints vocabulary; what the percentage of
different words,
by booksellersin Iran, and to some extent in Turkey, dialect traits, and hapax legomena
actually was, howcontinue this practice,one example being a photome- ever, has yet to be ascertained.
chanicalreprint of Sirhindr'slettersmade in Istanbul in
The statistical treatment of the lexicon of New
1977(Utas, Ter Haar).
Persianand of Ottoman Turkish is only in its infancy;
The miscellaneouscharacter of theseprinted books so far there is a frequency word-list
of one persian
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Dívan (Osmanov) and one of the Persian mathnawi material can be broken down and presented:concorindexes,statistical tables. Bo
lart(u t-tahkrk, with a concordance.(Utas). It would dances,frequency lists,
and poetical form. Structuat
terminology
need collaborativeventuresinvolving severaluniversi- Utas looks
ties to offer computer-produced documentation for the ral qualities in the text are discussedby M. van
the notion of a
main Persian and Turkish poets, including frequency Damme and H. Braam, who introduce
'texttree'and of 'nets' thrown over
word-lists and investigations on sufi terminology computer-produced
it. They envisagea lasting apparatuscriticus to be used
(Utas).
The essayson transcription reflect the Turcologist's for analyzing the narrative structure of Rabghfizr's
constant preoccupationwith phonology. It is assumed long prose work as well as the textual variants of the
that the Turkish vowel systemof the l5th century was manuscripts.
Literary editions serve a twofold aim: they should
preserved in the literary language of the late 16th
phonemic
value show the text and its history, and they should arouse
century, the closed é having lost its
'ma'rufiza- the reader's interest in these works. Eventually the
(Andreas Tietze). This runs parallel to the
tion' of the o to Í and the à to r in Persiandiscussedby readeris expectedto go back to the Persianor Turkish
F. Meier, who also discussedthe intermediateposition originals.
But the literaturewith which we are concernedis not
of the so-calledmadihul vowels ó and á, the struggle
indeed,much of it is virtually inaccesbetween a and u furtivum, and the branching-out of easyto go to
sible to the generalreader,who will oniy get nearer to
postvocalQ to d and zzr.
Latin charactershave long been in use for transcrib- reading these literary works when finding them in
ing Persianas well as Turkish; they show in detail how translation.This difficult subjectis not discussedin this
the text has been interpreted and make computer volume. exceptas a measuring-stickwith whtch to test
processingeasier(Utas). Iranists use Latin characters the understandingof the editor himself, tacitly assuaccordingto a modification, with only two exceptions. ming that a correct renderingof the text in question is
of the transcription in common use for ClassicalAra- possible(Andreas Tietze, Jan Just Witkam)'
Several of the contributors to this volume have
bic.
Whereasthe actual editing of Persiantexts is done in performed this task; Andreas Tietze'seditions are, for
Arabic script, type-settingin thesecharacters22has all example. accompanied by translations. Instead of a
but stopped in Western countries, owing to the great word-for-word translation of a poem one may follow
expense.In Turkey, too, where Arabic characterswere Bo Utas in giving a comprehensivedescription of its
abolishedfor the use of Turkish, type-seteditions in contents.including a large number of Persian/Turkish
Arabic script have becomethe exception23.Generally t e r m si n t r a n s c r i p t i o n .
Confronted with their editorial tasks,the authors of
the critical apparatusis attachedto the edition in Latin
this volume have addressedthemselvesto practical and
transcription (Tietze,Anhegger).
'In modern Japan everyonereads earlier texts as if concreteissues.The points raisedhere concernPersian
they were written in Tokyo Japanese.'2aSimilarly and Turkish literary texts,but they are broader in their
many modern Turkish editors vocalizetheir transcrip- application, as the one article discussingArabic matetions almost regardlessof their period. With the gene- rial shows.
ral readerin mind, Turkish literary texts are produced
in versions which are as easy as possible to follow,
while editorial interferenceis kept to the minimum,
NOTES
and the scholarly apparatus reduced (R. Anhegger,
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